NEA Initial Marking
Marked by individual teacher to assessment
criteria

Cohort internal standardisation to ensure subject
staff all assess work in the same way.
Departments will note who has checked which
piece and retain a note of any decisions made
that affect cohort marking

NEA mark only issued to student
Decide to ask about a review of the mark.
Accept mark awarded by centre.
Note the examination boards moderate centre
marks to ensure national consistency. At this
stage the mark may be altered.

Issue candidate with copy only of original
submission, or allow supervised access to original
piece.
Issue candidate with markscheme/ assessment
criteria applied by the centre including any
standardisation decisions, alongside a copy of
their marksheet.
Told of deadline for written request for a formal
review, given form.

Request a review
Submit the proforma explaining on what grounds
they wish to request a review. To include where
they specifically believe the issue is against the
markscheme applied.
Review is of the mark in terms of the Centre's
overall application of its standard of marking.

Submit proforma FAO Mrs Kendall and pay the
review of marking fee £25 per piece.

Reviewer
Provide with:
- Candidates work if on site, otherwise a copy of the
work
- Original marksheet
- Information on internal standardisation already
applied to that candidates work

Who?
- Competent
- No previous involvement in the assessment or
standardisation of that candidate

- Any annotations or comments the original marker
made

- No personal interest

Reviewer decision
Three types of marking error:
Keep the original mark, it is
consistent with the centre's
marking standard.
Provide a reason such as
annotate record form alongside
original marker.

- Administrative
- Failure to apply the marking
criteria where that failure did
not involve the exercise of
academic judgement*
- Unreasonable exercise of
academic judgement

Change original mark, it is not
consistent with the centre's
marking standard.
Provide a reason by annotating
the record form alongside
original marker.

Final steps
Inform the candidate in writing
the outcome of the review

•

- Logged with Exams Officer
- Head of Centre informed and
makes final mark decision.

Final marks submitted to the
board.
Examination board moderation
to ensure the centre's marks are
in line nationally. The marks
may be changed at this stage.

*Academic judgement usually relates to prose responses, where an element of professional
judgement is required for a variety of potential responses. Personal preference may cause a
one mark deviation which is acceptable.

